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The framework conditions for a return to structured and safe matches are regularly adapted to the situation, to the
strategy and to the instructions of the Confederation and are of course based on the cantonal decisions which apply to
the holding of events, provided they are not changed by the Confederation.
Attending a volleyball match is the responsibility of the spectators. Swiss Volley and its affiliated clubs are not
responsible for any infection with COVID-19 in or around a stadium.

A: Protection concept scope
The concept of protection for volleyball applies to all national and regional matches (organized by Swiss Volley or the
regional association). Matches organized as part of the 2020 Fred Fellay Cup fall into this category.
The training sessions are governed by a separate protection concept. The Kids Training organized on the sidelines of the
2020 Fred Fellay Cup falls into this category.
This concept of protection concerns the following people:
-

Spectators;
Members of the organizing committee;
Players, coaches and staff members of the teams;
Referees, line judges, scorers, ball collectors, quick-moppers, speaker;
Room managers;
Media representatives, photographers;
All other people present in the Sous-Moulin sports center.

The objectives of this concept are:
─
─
─
─

The preservation and protection of our health through responsible behavior;
Compliance with the directives of the Federal Council, the Federal Office of Public Health (OFSP) and the cantonal
authorities;
Limiting the spread of the coronavirus;
The guarantee of safe matches for all those present while respecting all the necessary precautionary measures.

B: General principles

The general directives of the OFSP or of the cantons and communes still apply.
The concept of protection of the Sous-Moulin sports center must be respected.
There are clearly two groups of people: (1) those who have the right to enter the playing area and (2) those who
must remain in the stands.
Wearing a mask is obligatory throughout the tournament and for all persons, except for the players, coaches,
members of the staff present on the bench, the referees, the linesmen and the speaker when they are present in
the playing area.
All persons are outside the playing area on the obligation to keep their mask without possible exception.
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People present in the Sous-Moulin sports center
The number of spectators authorized in the Sous-Moulin sports center is 500 (total area outside the grounds divided by
2.25 m2).
Hand disinfection and the wearing of a mask are compulsory when entering the Sous-Moulin sports center. Wearing a
mask is compulsory at all times during the tournament (except for those present in the playing area with the exception
of the scorers). Masks and disinfectant solutions will be made available in several places of the Sous-Moulin sports
center, especially at the entrance. Anyone refusing to wear a mask will be prohibited from entering the Sous-Moulin
sports center.
To allow traceability of the spectators present, the contact details of each person will be collected at the entrance to
the Sous-Moulin sports center. This list will be kept for 14 days by the organizer and made available to the cantonal
health authorities if necessary. Anyone refusing to provide their contact details will be prohibited from entering the
Sous-Moulin sports center.
People with symptoms of illness (often dry cough, sore throat, shortness of breath, feverishness, body aches, loss of
smell and / or taste, headache, stomach or intestinal symptoms, colds, conjunctivitis) will be refused. entry to the
Sous-Moulin sports center. They must stay at home, even be isolated, and contact their doctor.
Each person should have at least 2.25 m2 of space in the gym. The area reserved for spectators is located in the upper
tier of the hall. The area reserved for teams is located in the lower stands of the hall.
The flow of people (eg when entering and leaving the room) must be managed in such a way that a distance of at least
1.50 m can be kept between people. A direction of traffic will be indicated in the Sous-Moulin sports center.
The rule of distance of at least 1.50 m applies to everyone, including teams in the following cases:
─
─

bus travels, entry and exit of the sports center;
use of changing rooms, toilets and showers.

Physical contact is only permitted during competitions (matches).
Entertainment and refreshment bars
In order to minimize interactions between people, no entertainment (raffle, games) or refreshments will be organized
during the 2020 Fred Fellay Cup.
The Kids Training will be organized on Saturday September 26, 2020, from 9:30 am to 11:30 am in the sports hall of the
Sous-Moulin sports center. The protection concept for training published on July 14, 2020 by Swiss Volley will be
implemented. Only coaches, players and organizers will have the right to enter the playing area during Kids Training.
No changing room will be made available to Kids training participants, coaches or volunteers.
The presence of parents is prohibited in the room. Parents accompanying their children will be required to wear a mask,
disinfect their hands and sit in the upper tier. Anyone refusing to wear a mask will be prohibited from entering the
Sous-Moulin sports center.
People (participants, coaches, organizers) showing symptoms of illness are NOT allowed to participate in Kids
Training. They must stay at home, even be isolated, and contact their doctor.
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A distance of 1.5 meters should be observed, whether before or after training. Handshakes or “high five” should be
dispensed with. Body contact is only permitted during training.
It is necessary to wash your hands with soap, before and after training, to protect yourself and those around you. Hydroalcoholic gel will also be made available.
Compliance with OFSP hygiene rules
Spectators and participants in the 2020 Fred Fellay Cup will be informed of the protection rules in place. To remind
people of the rules of hygiene, posters will be put up in various places of the Sous-Moulin sports center. These rules will
also be regularly repeated by the speaker.
Generality
─
─
─

This protection concept is available on the website www.coupefredfellay.ch
This protection concept is subordinate to the protection concept of the Sous-Moulin sports center.
The rules of conduct relating to the coronavirus are printed and displayed in the Sous-Moulin sports center.

Positive case of COVID-19
If the person responsible for the 2020 Fred Fellay Cup coronavirus plan becomes aware of a positive case of coronavirus
(confirmed by a doctor!), They must proceed according to the flow diagram and notify Swiss Volley.
As the responsibility lies with the cantons, it is the medical service of the canton concerned which decides on the
introduction of isolation and quarantine measures.

C: Implementation
App SwissCovid
─

Use of the SwissCovid app of the OFSP is strongly recommended.

People returning from abroad
─

The Confederation’s measures apply to all persons returning from countries and / or regions with compulsory
quarantine.

D : Participating teams
The participating teams are informed in advance of the measures in force and the concept of protection.
Transports
─

─
─
─
─

Wearing a mask is compulsory for all members of the participating teams, whether during transport, when
arriving at the hall, when traveling between the changing rooms and the playing area, when traveling to the
restaurant
An attendance list must be kept for all means of transport, if it differs from the match sheet.
Make sure that the buses are sufficiently disinfected before the teams arrive. Particular attention should be paid
to frequently touched surfaces, such as doors, handrails, buttons, etc.
Hands must be disinfected before entering the bus and the Sous-Moulin sports center.
Individual gourds are essential.
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Changing rooms
─
─
─

Only players and team staff are allowed in the locker room (or referees in their own locker room);
The time spent in the changing rooms must be kept to a minimum;
If the size of the changing rooms does not allow it, it is advisable to organize additional changing rooms, find
alternatives or use the changing rooms in stages

Warm-up
─
─
─

The distance rules must be respected;
Spaces must be allocated to each team (one half court per team, no reception service during the warm-up) as well
as to the referees;
Each person has their own linen and their own bottle.

Match
─
─
─
─

Greetings without physical contact (the teams and the referees do not shake hands);
Avoid slapping the hands;
Entry into the playing area is prohibited for people not listed on the score sheet (with the exception of organizers,
ball collectors, markers, quick-moppers and speaker who are registered on an attendance list);
The two chairs in the penalty area must be 1.50 m apart.

After the game
─
─
─
─
─
─

Greetings without physical contact (the teams and the referees do not shake hands);
Discussions respecting the distance rule of 1.50 m;
The distinction of the best player is possible by respecting the distance rule of 1.50 m (without physical contact);
The medals, trophies, prizes or other objects integrated in the ceremonies cannot be given and must be collected
personally on a plate or a table;
The trophy is not awarded and must be collected personally by the winner on a table;
A photo of the winners can only be taken with the people listed on the match sheet.

Meal before or after the match
─

During meals, wearing a mask is compulsory when traveling in the restaurant.

Snack in the changing rooms and infirmary
─
─
─

Open foods are prohibited (only packaged foods);
The infirmary complies with hygiene and distance rules;
The room is ventilated and disinfected after each use.

Places reserved for media / interviews / press
─
─
─
─
─

The distance of 1.50 m and the rules of hygiene must be strictly observed at all times;
Interviews in the playing area are prohibited;
The organizers define the area dedicated to journalists;
Wearing a mask compulsory for journalists;
Wearing a mask is not compulsory for TV and radio commentators during interviews.
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